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Age distribution in Hjallerup

All age groups except the age group 6-16 years will 
experience access. This group will experience a slight 
decrease of 1.8%. Especially the 80+ group is growing.
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Cities
Aalborg Hjallerup Brønderslev

It has been a horse market since 1744. Until 1966, 
the inn-keeper was responsible for holding the 
market, but today the market is at a national level 
and some of the profits from the market go to the 
city and its associations.

Hjallerup has a rich association life and offers many 
activities and facilities such as culture house, 
swimming and sports hall, scouting, supermarkets, 
inn/hotel, riding hall, cinnema and more.
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Extra facts

Kindergartens

All kindergarters have
in total 211 places
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Where do we go from here?
Evaluation

How can the transformation of 
Hjallerup sustain and develop the 
city in the future, with focus on 
mobility as a catalyst to provide 
connections and activities? How 
can the development of a new 
design tool provide a method 
to involve the citizens and start 
a dialogue between the citizens 
and the municipality of Hjallerup?

Problem statement
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East-west connection

Urban inviting safe school/sport area

A more green city centre with activties
and spaces to stay. Futuremore, move the 
parking outskirt to prioritize soft traffic

A clear, easy and safe path, with a wayfin-
ding by exstention of the existing green 
structure within the city and also extend the 
surrounding green into the city 

More inviting entrance to the area with 
thinking about safety and spaces which can 
be enjoyed of all ages
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Participation in Hjallerup

•  Strong community and citizens are active 

•  Citizens meeting the week before project start

• Participating in planning – Arnstein
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Where do we go from here?
Evaluation

The concept in this project is to involve the citizens in the process of designing Hjallerup city 
centre. The city centre is designed as a gameboard where the citizens have the oppotunitity 
to select which activities they want in the di�erent urban spaces in the city.  

A game where the citizens can participate

•  Citizens involved in decision-making

•  Their city and needs 

•  Citizens involvement tool

•  Flexible board and a catalogue of pieces
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The highways
Main roads

The regional buses

The local buses
National cycle path
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The surrounding cities
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and 1 to Brønderslev.  Hjallerup is also 
connected to Dronninglund,  Sæby and 
Frederiskhavn 

Local bus connections.
1 to Klokkeholm and 1 
to Torup 

Biggest travel distionations from Hjallerup Plustur travellers to and from Hjallerup

Distance Hjallerup citizens are commuting to work

Bus rutes

Buses connections

Plustur

Commuting distance
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Biggest travel destinations  from Hjallerup Plustur travelers to and from Hjallerup
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Functions in the city centre
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Empty /
 abandoned buildings

Restaurants and food

Retail / clothes
Services

Super markets
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nursing home
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Services
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Bus terminal
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ShopsGreen area

Shopping streetNetto
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Retirement home
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City centre

Pedestrian shopping street

Existing pedestrian street

-   Bus stops and waiting facilities are 
    located separately
-   The main street does not represent the 
    city for visitors, which come by bus
+   A variety of parking spaces
+   The already existing life makes it easier 
     to attract people to new facilities

-   The city centre does not have city centre atmosphere
-    A lot of dead parking spaces
+   A green space with history
+   A variety of different functions
+   Parking spaces could be transformed 
      into multiple activites

-   Enclosed street with no alternative paths
-   No activities apart from the shopping
+  Close to the main street
+  Green parking spaces

-    Lack of visible connection from the city 
     to the school
+  The path could be made safer, connecting
     east and west parts of the city
+   Extending some of the greenery from rest 
      of the path into the city centre
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Parking area
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Main city centre functions, which
string the centre together
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Could this be more than just asphalt 
and a place for parking? 

How could this area be transformed 
to revitalize the city centre and bring 
life back to the heart of Hjallerup? 

How can the declining city centre be 
transformed into a meaningful area 
attractive for the citizens in Hjallerup? 
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Why move to 
Hjallerup?

Well connected by bus

Only 20 km to Aalborg

3 km to high school3 km to highway exit

m2 prices are ½ of Aalborg

Wide range of childcare services

Children activities

Why live in Hjallerup?

Zooming in
Analysis

“It is so nice to have moved back. You meet
people you have known since you were little
– it is so nice when you are down shopping
that you great each other. I love it.”

Tina Kjær Andersen, returned citizen of Hjallerup. 
(Brader, 2018, Our translation).
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Exisiting buildings on site
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Safe nodes
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Existing situation Proposed situation
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New buildings
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2 floors
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1 The Culture Square

2 The Café Area
The café area connects to the existing bakery and the inn and makes space 
for new restaurants and cafés with outdoor serving. 

3 The Waiting Area
The waiting area is a transition area between the bus terminal at Søndergade and the park. It is the first place you 
see when arriving by bus and thus needs to be welcoming and afford easy mobility. This includes hard surfaces 
for e.g. wheelchairs and strollers.  

1. The Culture square

2. The food street

3. The urban park

4. The ’forest’ park

5. The central square

1. Waiting area in the park

2.  Activities in the park

6. The childrens’ square

7. The community square

The culture square is the entrance to the culture house and a recreational area with 
activties connected to the culture house which contains of cultureal o�ers to the citizens 
like exhibitions and library. The indoor activities become part of the outdoor.

Outdoor libary and reading area (used books) Game tabels (tabels are permanent) Exhibition pavilion Sculpture garden

Painting walls Light projectors Seesaw Music pipes

The food street is a street with outdoor service/café life in the existing bakery and 
Hjallerup Inn resturant and the existing Alanya Pizzaria resturant which has a new and 
better location together are a food area with urban activities there can be explored and 
be sensed of the citizens.

The urban park is both a part of the waiting facilities to the buses and also more activie 
facilities for the family. The park has a natural character with landscape hills, trees, normal 
and uncontrolled grass.  In addition to creating facilities and activities, the park also 
provides for the future climate change problems with more frequent rainfall.

History signs Water mirors Grass hills to lie on
Loungers 

Trampolines Spider climbing Petanque lane Swings

The ’forest’ like park is an area to relax, hang out and experience the nature. This area is 
more an oasis in the city where the community/citizens of Hjallerup can gather.

The central square is an area which can contain both permant and tempoary activities. 
This space can be used to Open by Nights and concerts and also other activities.

The childrens’ square is an area connected to the children highway between the west part 
and the school and sports area. The space provides fun activities for children

The community square is a square for the community in the city centre but can also be 
used of all citizens in Hjallerup.  The area is in between the health centre with indoor 
activities and the apartments. The square encourage people to be active in for example a 
gardening or in sport.

Hammocks between trees Jungle path Picnic area Barbecue area with shelter

Community market Stage (sitting area) Urban multi�eld to play Ice skating

Climbing (net) Games on surface Tra�c cones to practice cycling Playground with slide

Urban garden Outdoor �tness Parkour Distance couinting beside the children highway

250.000 visitors
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Hjallerup Inn resturant and the existing Alanya Pizzaria resturant which has a new and 
better location together are a food area with urban activities there can be explored and 
be sensed of the citizens.

The urban park is both a part of the waiting facilities to the buses and also more activie 
facilities for the family. The park has a natural character with landscape hills, trees, normal 
and uncontrolled grass.  In addition to creating facilities and activities, the park also 
provides for the future climate change problems with more frequent rainfall.

History signs Water mirors Grass hills to lie on
Loungers 

Trampolines Spider climbing Petanque lane Swings

The ’forest’ like park is an area to relax, hang out and experience the nature. This area is 
more an oasis in the city where the community/citizens of Hjallerup can gather.

The central square is an area which can contain both permant and tempoary activities. 
This space can be used to Open by Nights and concerts and also other activities.

The childrens’ square is an area connected to the children highway between the west part 
and the school and sports area. The space provides fun activities for children
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used of all citizens in Hjallerup.  The area is in between the health centre with indoor 
activities and the apartments. The square encourage people to be active in for example a 
gardening or in sport.
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Community market Stage (sitting area) Urban multi�eld to play Ice skating

Climbing (net) Games on surface Tra�c cones to practice cycling Playground with slide

Urban garden Outdoor �tness Parkour Distance couinting beside the children highway
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The Active Urban Park
The active urban park has more green character than the waiting area and 
offers the opportunity for people to get together and be active.

The culture square is the entrance to the culture house and a recreational 
area with activities connected to the building. 

6 The Central Square
The central square is an open area in the middle of the city centre where there 
is space for temporary uses and bigger events. 

7 The Children’s Square
The children’s square is an area connected to the Main Path going through the 
city centre, with fun activities for children. 

8 The Community Area
The community square is a cosy space between the health centre and a resi-
dential building where people can take part in different community activities.  
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like exhibitions and library. The indoor activities become part of the outdoor.

Outdoor libary and reading area (used books) Game tabels (tabels are permanent) Exhibition pavilion Sculpture garden

Painting walls Light projectors Seesaw Music pipes

The food street is a street with outdoor service/café life in the existing bakery and 
Hjallerup Inn resturant and the existing Alanya Pizzaria resturant which has a new and 
better location together are a food area with urban activities there can be explored and 
be sensed of the citizens.

The urban park is both a part of the waiting facilities to the buses and also more activie 
facilities for the family. The park has a natural character with landscape hills, trees, normal 
and uncontrolled grass.  In addition to creating facilities and activities, the park also 
provides for the future climate change problems with more frequent rainfall.

History signs Water mirors Grass hills to lie on
Loungers 

Trampolines Spider climbing Petanque lane Swings

The ’forest’ like park is an area to relax, hang out and experience the nature. This area is 
more an oasis in the city where the community/citizens of Hjallerup can gather.

The central square is an area which can contain both permant and tempoary activities. 
This space can be used to Open by Nights and concerts and also other activities.

The childrens’ square is an area connected to the children highway between the west part 
and the school and sports area. The space provides fun activities for children

The community square is a square for the community in the city centre but can also be 
used of all citizens in Hjallerup.  The area is in between the health centre with indoor 
activities and the apartments. The square encourage people to be active in for example a 
gardening or in sport.

Hammocks between trees Jungle path Picnic area Barbecue area with shelter

Community market Stage (sitting area) Urban multi�eld to play Ice skating

Climbing (net) Games on surface Tra�c cones to practice cycling Playground with slide

Urban garden Outdoor �tness Parkour Distance couinting beside the children highway

250.000 visitors
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5 The ‘Forest’ Park

Hammocks between trees Jungle path Picnic area Barbecue area with shelter

Community market Stage and sitting area Urban multifield Ice skating

Climbing Games on surface Traffic cones to cycling Playground with slide

Outdoor fitness Parkour Distance couting for fun

The forest park is a calm area where people can relax, have picnics, and 
enjoy nature. The vegetation is denser than in the active urban park.

Activity catalogue

Trampolines Spider climbing Petanque Swings Urban garden
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URBAN CITY 

 SCHOOL AREA

 CULTURE HOUSE

WESTERN CITY 

View of new mobility hub along Søndergade
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Conclusion and reflection

•  The game is a method for attractive and meaningful collaboration 

    between municipality, planners, and citizens

•  Reflection: Could we have involved the citizens more in the making 

    of the game?

•  Next step: How to bring the game to the people
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Questionnaire Participation in Hjallerup

Our method for citizens participation

•  Remember the young people

• Let the citizens share their own ideas for activities as well

• ”Maybe some of the activities can be made as demos or 

   temporarily so they can be experienced in the city, also 

   in regard to weather.” (comment to ‘Do you have other 

   ideas for…’, our translation)

•  “Good idea with ‘finished’ design suggestions in 3D so 

   that people can get a better overview.” (comment to ‘Do 

   you have other ideas for…’, our translation)
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